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with $10,000.00 and say Every time they say Buy a stock, we will put a certain

ropottion o f the money into it. Every time they say to sell it , we will

sell it, and see what happens. Well, they found that with one of thesystems

e would have lostxf all of his money within one year. With another one,

t would have taken three years. With another one , his money would have

lasted four years. But with everyone of the it systems , he would have

lost all of his money. Then he took the various predictions they had made

and he would take a prediction about certain stock. He would take the stock's

name, then he would say, Shall we recommend buy an or sell. We will just flip

a dice for it and make that recommendation in that way, and say-rn saw what

he got. And he woaked out a system that way, and then tried and found that

he would have lost his money that way too but it would take a little longer

than by any of the systems that you could have purchased for a couple of

hundred dollars. Well,-41ae- 4e it's amazing to see how mistakent people

really are when they set out to predict the future. I remember during the

last world war, repeatedly we heard, "When this war is over, thepe will be

the greatest opportunity for ¬heain Christian missions in China ha this

world has ever seen. The Chinese people are so greatful for all that the

Americans are doing in this war, and are m greatful for the American missionareies

during this last war. It will be the greatest opportunity. The opportunity

of American missions in China." Within ten years, practically every American

missionary was out of China. The exact opposite of what was predicted took

place. I believe it was in 1940 or the end f ix 1939 that I happened to be

rumaging around in an attic somewhere, and I came across a copy of Liberty

Magazine. I don't remember how k many of you remember the old Liberty magazine

which was something like the S*turday Evening Post and Colliers, only a bit

smaller. But I happened to come across this and t was intrigued by the title

on the cover. "What is in store for 1939?" This sounded very interesting. I

opened it up. This was just one year lam later. And I found that it said that
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